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ABSTRACT 

Since the Sept 11th, there are varieties of emerging challenges have occurred within 

the area of crisis management relative to the international politics in the area such 

as Operations Other Than War. The global non-symmetric threats have created 

many transnational issues, including the complex problems caused by the 

international terrorist and non-state actors. James Moffat, and Henry Mintzberg, 

they pointed out that in order to face with present day's strategic environment, we 

need to overcome this problem by constructing the consolidation of the deductive 

analytical and the inductive empirical decision-making. This article is for the 

purpose of making logical examination of how network centric crisis management 

system, which is leveraging our decision-making, can cope with above stated 

problems. We intended to surface the basic structure of the crisis management 

system in the 21
ST.

 century, by making logical comparison of network centric crisis 

management system and the structure of autonomous dispersion, which can produce 

emergent synthesis by initially grasping the change of complex strategic 

environment. By making successful achievement of transformation of this system, 

the development of emergent strategy and its coevolving system can become possible. 

For the advanced nations, to construct an advanced crisis management system, by 

decreasing the level of threat, by decreasing the military expenditures allocated for 

the use of conducting the war, and by increasing the gross national product, is the 

most rational solution, and will certainly increase the strategic status of the nations. 

These are the basic principles of the transformation, which every nations of today 

are seeking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Preface 

Since the Sept 11th, there are varieties of emergent challenges have occurred within 

the area of crisis management relative to the international politics. The global 

asymmetric threats, which are essentially different from the national autonomous 

activities, have created many transnational issues, including the problems caused by 

the international terrorist and criminal organizations without national boundaries. 

Today, backed by the rapid development of advanced information technology, the 

international social structure has changed greatly, and developed the globalization of 

various functional areas of politics, economy, industry and military. Then, mutual 

dependency between the advanced nations and the chain reactions caused by the 

asymmetric threats headed for war, produced the realistic problems for the security of 

every nations at post Sept 11th.  

The mutual dependency of the politics and economy between the highly developed 

international communities at this modern age, has created the sensitive structure 

which the regional crisis would rapidly spread to the entire international communities. 

Then, the expansion of these regional perturbations can create the critical situations 

which can shake the foundation of the international societies, and seriously affect each 

nation. And, we can not deny such short-run sensitivity and long-term vulnerability of 

our international societies.1 Vulnerability refers to the relative costs of changing the 

structure of a system of interdependence. Also, at this present time, there are 

breakdowns of the premise of the traditional nations which has been pursuing their 

own expected political functions.2 Then, how to prevent their asymmetric threats 

occurred in those areas and how to face its rapid expansion when occurred, have 

become the most urgent problem of present day international communities.    

As we consider the new environment of crisis management and the transfiguration of 

the threats, Japan is also facing the same problems as the European nations are facing, 

in term of the development of sophisticated information technology and highly 

developed social structure of the urban communities. Each nation is now required to 

have the capability how to face with such crisis in the broad spectrum, even though we 

are now capable of ceasing the crisis occurred among the nations and to conclude the 

peace treaty, yet the framework on which the process of handling the crisis has not yet 

been cleared. Also, viewing the characteristics of present day’s asymmetric threats, its 

commonality, transmission, the need of smooth international cooperation in term of 

adjusting the pluralistic crisis management systems, became urgent. As our 

international status has become uprising, we are asked to contribute ourselves 

internationally on the ground of increasing our mutual understanding by abiding with 



the new decisions made at the United Nations and the credible frameworks of 

U.S.-Japanese relationship. Then, the construction of comprehensive crisis 

management system is now urgently required for the security of our nation and our 

world-wide economic sustainable development. Presently, every European nation are 

moving toward the transformation of their crisis management system in order to 

effectively face with the new threats, by reviewing the distribution of their limited 

natural resources and the required tasks under the 21st century’s security 

environment. 

This article is for the purpose of making logical examination of how net-work centric 

crisis management system3, which is leveraging decision making process, can cope 

with above stated problems. By making successful achievement of transformation of 

crisis management system, as to form the self-organized crisis management system by 

accepting the autonomous diversity, the development of emergent strategy and its 

coevolving system can become possible. This means that the new system can cope with 

the rapid change of the critical environment as to make strategy redundant and the 

co-evolution of the system concurrently. 

In this article, we intended to surface the basic structure of the newly required crisis 

management system in the 21st century, by making logical comparison of net-work 

centric crisis management system and the structure of autonomous dispersion, which 

can produce emergent synthesis by initially grasping the change of strategic 

environment.   

 

 

1. New Security Environment and Crisis Management 

 

Presently, the global net-work type threats have become the most serious new threats. 

The geographic position of the state no longer guarantees immunity from direct attack 

on its population, territory, and infrastructure.4 These are the following new type 

threats, added on top of the traditional armed oriented conflicts between the nations: 

1) Terrorism backed by the non-state actors, illegal vessels, military activities during 

which the peace keeping activities, evacuation of non-combatants are conducted, also 

the problems of armed refugees  2) natural disasters such as earthquake and typhoon, 

environmental pollution by petroleum and nuclear substances, international monetary 

crisis, electric stoppage, computer network break-down, social disorder caused by large 

scale transportation paralyzation 3) proliferation of weapons of mass destruction 

committed by international criminal organizations, counter drug operations, 



non-military crisis such as shortage of petroleum and food consumptions. Then, the 

importance of crisis management in the area such as Low-Intensity Conflict and 

Operations Other Than War, other than classical view of the traditional war, became 

urgently viewed 5. 

In the past, all of the crisis management systems were built upon observation of the 

powers within the historical experience and the political pursuance wherein the laws 

and politics are mutually supportive so as the law and the power. As Herbert A. Simon 

stated that the administration involves both ‘deciding’ and ‘acting’. In this sense, 

decision- making is really the heart of the crisis management, as we regard that the 

crisis administration is the technology by which the crisis can be resolved then political 

objectives can be achieved.6 The reason why the relative evaluation of the crisis 

management becomes difficult is that the chances when we can hardly observe the 

decision making process. Even though the decision making is the core of the crisis 

management, the processes are usually unknown to the actor. 

The characteristics of new crisis management in the post cold war era, is to use the 

military procedures as the secondary role, in case of solving the social, economical, 

political problems which are the causes of the crisis and frictions. In the crisis 

management in the broad sense which includes the operations other than war, a blend 

of diplomatic, developmental, intelligence, law enforcement, and administrative 

procedures coupled with military procedures, and the special considerations are paid 

upon political, economical, social and psychological elements. Therefore, during the 

time of decision making process, we need to sufficiently comprehend the underlying 

sociological phenomena upon which the individual incident is based. And, our deep 

understanding of the basic phenomena, especially the war, and the study of the 

decision making process of each nation, will become indispensable.     

 

 

2. Crisis Management System and Decision-Making  

 

(1) Crisis management and Essence of War 

The war which comes after the crisis management is a type of compelling act. And, its 

purpose is to physically force one’s will upon another by denying the opponent’s will to 

fight. In the act of war, the one will fear his destruction unless he must completely 

destruct other. In that relationship, their hostility and polarity of interests will inspire 

the motives for war, and reaches extreme destruction. However, the war was the 

extremely dangerous act. Therefore, we have learned to control the war of total 



strength, considering the post war situation. Then, we produce the act of restoration. 

The tendency toward extremes is reduced by interactions.  These interactions make 

us follow the Law of Probability, by retrieving from the extreme act of war and make us 

consider the various realistic conditions as to decide the limit of military actions. Also, 

the impulse of the act of war, based on the principle of polarity, will be interfered by the 

defensive superiority of other side, also due to the imperfect knowledge of the situation 

as we human tends to mistake the realistic situation called ‘friction and fog of war’ . In 

most cases, the extreme military actions will be discontinued. 

In the reality, the principle by which we can turn around the balance of powers and   

re-enforce or reduce the military actions, is based upon the purpose of war by which 

the mind of the people is moved. Even though the cause of war is only a slightest factor, 

it might develop to become a wholly disproportionate effect-a real explosion beyond its 

original motive, if inflammable elements are piled up.7 The political purpose which is 

the original motive of war, will determine both the military objective to be reached and 

the amount of effort it requires. And, the effect of the war to the peoples of the both 

nations is also considered. If the motive of the war and the tension between the peoples 

of the both nations are powerful, the peoples are broadly involved, the war will become 

closer to its abstract concept. Then, the war effort will re-enforce its political purpose 

and the politics itself will become faded. On the contrary, if the motive of the war and 

the tension are weaker, the war will be driven further from its natural course. And, the 

ideological purpose of war will become different apart from the internal political 

purpose. Then, politics itself surfaces and the war effort will become faded.   

Karl von Clausewitz defined that ‘The war is not merely an act of policy but a true 

political instrument, a continuation of political intercourse, carried on with other 

means ’.8  The nature of the war makes a paradoxical trinity. They are people’s blind 

natural force toward the execution of their strength closely related with their hostile 

intension, probable incident or coincidental military actions, and the instrument of 

policy from the rational view-point. These three tendencies mainly concerns people, 

military, and government, and they are deeply rooted within the nature of war. Then, 

war is more than a true chameleon that slightly adapts its characteristics to the given 

case. Our task therefore is to develop a theory that maintains a balance between these 

three tendencies. Indeed, crisis management arises from a desire to do what may be 

necessary to protect most important national interests but, at the same time, to avoid 

actions that may result in undesired wars and victims. Crisis management can be 

usefully defined as embracing the task Clausewitz’s chameleon dilemma. 

This task involves the intentions by which one will gain the victory, demonstrating his 



determination of use of military power. By doing so, he will try to prevent the enemy’s 

actions or to stop, and to restore his established fact. The use of military power 

demonstrates ‘will and resolution’, and at the same time, he will eliminate a disaster of 

war and terminate the crisis. 9 If one will use this strategy of circulative movement by 

which he tries to stop the escalation of the conflict and to defend his national interest, 

his political decision maker will have to face serious dualistic antimony. In other words, 

the crisis management strategy means that the one should use his coercive diplomacy 

to let the other retrieve his hostile intention and to recover the established fact by the 

use of credible and sufficiently potent threat or limited military force. If so fail, it will 

develop into a large scale conflict or war, the brutality and hatred against enemy will 

spread to the general public. On the other hand, there is another position that is to 

avoid large scale destruction and having victims, then, to seek a re-establishment of 

normal relation between the nations involved by using this political opportunity to 

change the situation for better. Here exists an essential difficulty of crisis 

management. 

The crisis management situation, as well as the war, will arise from the political 

situation. Then, the political objectives are constantly there throughout the process of 

crisis management. Therefore, the decision makers must have a thorough grasp of 

national policy at the time when the crisis arises. If we determine the political 

objectives are the determining factors of the decision making process, also the political 

rationality is to establish and maintain the structure of decision making process, the 

political objectives will become unifying factors of the people’s will, and as the result, it 

will become the power to maintain the social system and unification of the nation. 

From this perspective, it will be far easier to oppress the society by the power of war 

than to rule. In this sense, there will always be a great difference subduing a multitude 

and ruling a society.  

The crisis management during the times of tension where the coincidently and 

probability are collapsing each other, is different from the normal condition where the 

politics and military are within the circulative movement in order to tendency towards 

equilibrium. Indeed, between the ideas of ‘avoidance of war by diminishing the crisis’ 

and ‘political development as to aim at opponent’s substantial concessions’ , it is 

spontaneous and discontinuous change in the circulative movement, disturbance of 

equilibrium, which forever alters and displaces the equilibrium state previously 

existing. Therefore, they must move to their new stage of equilibrium. At this stage, 

the power must be changed to the agreement, forceful obedience must be changed to 

the voluntary actions. In other words, one does not force the other for his actions, and 



he will voluntarily act on his own will. As long as one is forcing the other by the use of 

military power, quoting the execution of military power by war, peace treaty will 

become far from reaching. The usage of the right of war does not imply a treaty of 

peace. The final object of crisis management is peace and security wherein the 

international communities will prosper. Not only so, their political relation between 

the involved nations will continue in term of their diplomacy, military, and economical 

relations. Then, their practices are regarded as the creative political actions for the 

peace and security of the world. 

 

(2) Crisis Management and the Principles of Democracy 

As defined by Jean Jacques Rousseau 10, the classical view of the State as characterized 

as a spiritual being and the politics is regarded as the wisdom of the personalized 

nation. The State is a moral person whose life is in the union of its members. Following 

this view, the State is regarded as the autonomous entity from which the rest of the 

body should follow its general will. The most important function of democratic society 

is the preservation. The crisis management within the democratic society is based on 

such principle that ‘each necessarily submits to the conditions he imposes on the other ’. 

Then, one is asked to compare the advantage and disadvantage of every person, and to 

make fair judgment from the perspective of total society. The common element is these 

different interests is what forms social tie. In other words, during the process of 

deliberating the public opinions, one’s opinion will be elevated to the objective view 

through inter-subjective criticism. The agreement of all interests is formed by 

opposition to that of each. This is the most important function of democratic 

decision-making process. 

Within the democratic State, an act of sovereignty is not a convention between a 

superior and an inferior, but a convention between the body and each of its members.  

Each individual puts his power in common under the supreme direction of the State. 

The equality is established among the people, and all the people can enjoy their equal 

rights. Under this social compact, the State is given its life and the body politic 

existence. Then, we have by legislation to give it movement and will. Therefore, 

conventions and laws are needed to join rights to duties and refer justice to its object. 

Thus, we can perceive that force and will are distinguished, the latter under the name 

of legislative power, the former under the name of executive power. And, under the will 

of the State, government organizations will execute its administration, as to execute 

national matters which each individuals or groups can not achieve.     

Indeed, in order to achieve the important objective as a matter of life and death for the 



total society such as crisis administration, the unifying efforts need to be provided by 

all individuals. In such case, the interference of the government is inevitable as to 

restrict the all members of political entity by the universal authority vested by the 

State. However, we must solve the essential problems of the tension between the 

individual human rights and the State sovereignty, as to reconcile the ‘separation of 

powers’ and ‘rule of law’.  

In this sense, government led crisis management activities essentially different from 

all other social activities, in term of their generality, universality and 

comprehensiveness. Difference between the State and the government is that the State 

exists by itself, the government only through the Sovereign. Therefore, the government 

has true existence and a real life distinguishing it from the body of the State. The 

government must have a particular personality, a sensibility common to its members, 

and force and a will of its own making for its preservation. The difficulties lie in the 

manner of so ordering this subordinate government within the State, that it in no way 

alters the general constitution by affirmation of its own, and always distinguishes the 

particular force it possesses, which is destined to aid in its preservation, from the 

public force, which is destined to the preservation of the State. Especially, at the time 

when the government is organized and vested the governing authority, the political 

matters and the administrative matters must be strictly separated. In time of the need 

of crisis management when military actions are required, we must maintain the 

highest level of democratic political leadership which is reflecting the national will.   

 

(3) Crisis Management System as National Administrative Organization  

This is the administrative organization to finally shoulder the national will regarding 

the comprehensive national security. The basic principles of modern democratic state 

are ‘separation of powers’ and ‘representative system’. Then, for the process of 

confirming the legitimacy of sovereignty, legislative process is placed there. Whether 

crisis management is a technical administrative process or the political functional 

process which is closely related to the forming process of national will, is significantly 

important as to justly recognize the existing reason of administration during the 

process of policy making, and to deny the superiority of administration against the 

politics, and at the same time, the both are mutually supportive.  

The national executive organization has dualistic functions, as the proper national 

policy making function and as the administrative function. This organization is made 

of a small body of statesmen who recommend a policy of national security for the 

acceptance of a legislature and, after its acceptance, are responsible for its application. 



In other words, they are the group of much larger body of officials who carry out the 

determinations at which the legislature have arrived. Here exist the essential 

problems which are concerned the core of the national administrative system, as to 

define how far degree the democratic legislative system can reach to the crisis 

management system on the proper principles of the crisis management.  

On the other hand, there is a position which stands for pursuing the technical 

rationality of crisis management system regarding to the both military and 

non-military areas how we can realize the most effective management. They are 

concerned with the technical effectiveness of crisis management as they regard that 

the crisis management is the execution of the policy already formed, by distinguishing 

the executive means of the government from the value judgments of national policy. 

However, the crisis management is regard as the concept of functional mechanism. 

Then, they are systematizing the crisis management system as highly specialized 

function as to contribute for the comprehensiveness of the political purpose. There 

exists a desire to comply with the internal political responsibilities, as to represent the 

national interests, public good and the benefits of the communities through the 

appropriate administrative discretion and delegated legislation as to cater for the need 

of the extension of the crisis management. 

The latter one does not regard the crisis management as the specialized technological 

process as the way the former one regards. But, they regard the crisis management as 

the function as to transmit the will of the nation and to execute its purpose and value, 

and to guarantee its social affect from the view of exemplified effectiveness. This is the 

position which can cope with the new development and can even have a universal and 

compelling force, in order to move and dispose each part as may be most advantageous 

to the whole. 

The role of the decision making process of the parliamentary democratic state as the 

national administrative function is regarded as the most important process, as it 

reflects the national will. Democratic institutions find their principal justification as a 

procedure for the validation of value judgment. Not only so, the democratic institution 

itself is protected by the crisis management. At the same time, it takes a difficult 

problem to solve, in regard to the relationship between the national will and the 

position of the government system. In other words, the pursuit of the technical 

effectiveness of crisis management, and the request of the democratic control must be 

solved within the framework of the rational decision making process. 

 

 



3. Crisis Management System and Rationality 

 

(1) Rationality of Decision Making 

The separation between the value and the factual element in the decision making 

process forms the division line of the policy and the administration. The value and the 

fact are related to their own purposes and the means. A means-purpose chain is a 

series of anticipations that connect a value with the situations realizing it, and these 

situations, in turn, with the behaviors that produce them. In the process of decision 

those alternatives are chosen which are considered to be appropriate means for 

reaching purposes. Correctness of the means as to accomplish the purpose can possibly 

be affirmed through the examination of the facts. The correctness of the purpose can be 

only affirmed whether it has contributed for the achievement of the ultimate purpose. 

Therefore, it is not the decision itself which is evaluated, but the purely factual 

relationship that is asserted between the decision and its purpose. Then a decision 

may be called rational if in fact it is the correct behavior for maximizing given 

situation. In other words, rationality is concerned with the selection of preferred 

behavior alternatives in terms of some system of values whereby the consequences of 

behavior can be evaluated.  

This rationality of decision making, is resting upon the assumption that the rational 

opponent will retract his pre-determined selection, if the risk and costs will outweigh 

his expected value and benefits, in both cases whether he is pursuing the strategy of 

dissuasion, deterrence or coercive diplomacy. The concept of rational behavior that the 

human beings do is at least ‘intendedly rational’, is often a very powerful explanatory 

principle because it can account for a large number of empirical facts about man’s 

behavior in terms of a few simple assumptions about goals mans are trying to achieve. 

Hans J. Morgenthau has stated that ‘it provides for rational discipline in action and 

creates that astounding continuity in foreign policy which makes various nations 

foreign policy appear as an intelligible, rational continuum, by and large consistent 

within itself, regardless of the different motives, preferences, intellectual and moral 

qualities of their successive statesman’.11 Also, Graham T. Allison has stated that ‘For 

each, explanation consists of showing what goal the government was pursuing when it 

acted and how the action was a reasonable choice, given the nation’s objective’. 12 

 

(2) Bounded Rationality and Formal Decision 

In addition to the concept of objective rationality, there is a concept that the human 

rationality is subjective and limited, and their decision is influenced by the real world 



in all its complexity as stated by Herbert A. Simon. And, in many cases this called 

‘bounded rationality’ is applied. At that time, the central concern of the formal decision 

theory is with the boundary between the rational and the non-rational aspects of 

human social behavior. Then, the most appropriate principles as the premise of the 

objective rationality, can change into the principles of rational decision making within 

the limited area as to seek the ‘satisfactory policy’.    

According to Chester I. Bernard, the process of decision making is one of successive 

approximation based on the constant refinement of the purpose and the closer 

discrimination of the facts. 13 In the field where the pluralistic decisions are required 

relative to the problems of life and death of the nation such as the crisis management, 

there is no scientific or expert way of making exact judgments. It can not reach any 

beyond ‘the general understanding of the community’. And so, this extremely 

complicated procedure for the validation of value judgments is justified within the 

democratic institution of the society. In other words, the responsibility of the 

democratic institutions for value determination can be strengthened by the procedural 

devices permitting a more effective separation of the factual and value elements in 

decision.  Whether the problems should be distributed to legislature or administrator 

is determined by the degree of precision of the fact and the relative importance of the 

factual and value issues involved. In the area of crisis management which is required 

to remove some portions of administration from political control, the administrative 

organization need to be responsive to community values, beyond those that are 

explicitly enacted into low.  

 

 

4. Strategic factor of decision making 

 

(1) Crisis Management Strategy 

The social process is really one indivisible whole, and the social facts are 

comprehended as the results of the human behavior. It always involves the important 

factual value, and a fact is never exclusively or purely military; other -and often more 

important - aspects exist. Whether it is the phenomena of military or economy, the idea 

of ‘strategy’ is always involved in the decision making process. According to Joseph A. 

Schumpeter, the economical fact is defined as ‘the economic conduct which is directed 

towards the acquisition of goods through exchange or production.14 On the other hand, 

Clausewitz has defined that ‘War is an act of force to compel our enemy to do our will’. 

In other words, the economical act is done through the means of exchange or 



production based on the mutual consent, while the military act is done through the 

violent and destructive means based on the compulsion of one’s will over the other’s. 

Alfred Chandler has quoted Werner Sombart by saying that ‘an independent economic 

organism is created over and above the individuals who constitute it. This entity 

appears then as the agent in each of these transactions and leads, as it were, a life of 

its own, which often exceeds in length that of its human members’. 15  And structure 

follows strategy. Their decision making is done within the frameworks of connected 

value chains which mean to combine materials, engineering, marketing, research and 

financial capital. In this sense, economic development is defined by carrying out of new 

combinations. Like the military strategists and tacticians, the persons who will make 

the plans as to combine materials and forces are called entrepreneurs, and those who 

execute their operations within the scope of allocated resources are called 

administrators. And there, the strategic planning and the execution of the operations 

are strictly distinguished. Then, the strategic decision making is regarded as the long 

term planning, while the tactical decision making is regarded as the daily activities as 

to efficiently execute the business. 

The strategy stated in the On War of Clausewitz by saying that ‘strategy is the use of 

an engagement for the purpose of the war’. And, it involves the planning procedures of 

the war strategy and the procedures how to execute the war plan. The tactics is ‘the 

use of the armed forces in the engagement’, and it will establish the activity of 

planning and executing these engagements themselves. Therefore, the strategy is 

defined as coordinating each of engagement with the others in order to further the 

object of the war. The dividing line between the strategy and the tactics is the division 

between the value and the factual element as to contribute for the achievement of the 

purpose of the war. Feasibility of the engagements can be recognized as the factual 

problems. However, a series of engagements are valued ultimately for their 

contribution to the purpose of the war, and they retain their value only so long as they 

serve those more final ends.  

In the social process such as the Low Intensity Conflict, is really one indivisible whole. 

For this reason, the crisis management strategy is defined as ‘the activity to define the 

combining use of military, diplomacy, intelligence, economy and low-enforcement as 

well as other general administration, for the purpose of maintaining the security 

without loosing the national interests’.  

 

(2) Theory of Strategic Factor 

In the crisis management, the strategy must establish its own aims, and decide the 



establishment of its own internal strategic factors. In the war, the purpose of the 

military strategy is to destroy of enemy’s armed forces. In other words, the primary 

purpose of all military actions is to destroy the armed forces of the enemy, but in the 

crisis management, the essential concern is to solve the crisis without loosing the basic 

national interests. According to Bernard, 16 the strategic factor within military, 

diplomacy, economy, can be defined as the elements: those which if absent or changed 

would accomplish the desired purpose, provided the others remain unchanged. In other 

words, the strategic factor is the one whose control, in the right form, at the right space 

and time, a new system of conditions which meets the purpose. Therefore, the 

determination of the strategic factor is itself the decision which reduces purpose to a 

new level. Then, the crisis management can be planned based on the several premises, 

and the detailed orders can then be given on the crisis, allowing the general plan to be 

adjusted to the modifications that are continuously required. The strategy is never 

apart from the actual actions at any moment.  

In regard to this essence of the strategic decision making, Clausewitz has described as 

follow: 17 ‘The heart of the strategic decision rests upon the accurate fulfillment of the 

unspoken assumptions, the smooth harmony of the whole activity, which only become 

evident in final success. The actions are harmonized with its forms exactly to suit his 

objectives and his resources, doing neither too much nor too little’. Also, Bernard, by 

precisely pointing out his view on administration, has stated that ‘The fine art of 

executive decision consists in not deciding questions that are not now pertinent, in not 

deciding prematurely, in not making decision that cannot be made effective, and not 

making decisions that others should make’ . In general, the discovery of a trajectory of 

the strategy is possible if the objectives of the crisis management were firmly decided. 

However, the relations between material factors are simple; what is more difficult to 

grasp are the intellectual factors involved. The decision making faces a great difficulty 

in the highest realms of strategy that intellectual complications and extreme diversity 

of factors and relationships occur. At that level, there is little difference between 

strategy, policy and statesmanship. To bring a war, or one of its crisis management, to 

a successful close requires a thorough of national policy. Therefore, we must be 

acquired to have a deep understanding of strategic environment, also must be 

equipped with quick decision making capability; the capability merely refers to the 

quick recognition of a truth that the mind would ordinarily miss or would perceive only 

after long study and reflection. In this capability, the politics and the crisis 

management can merge. 

 



(3) Strategy and Emergent Synthesis 

In the critical situation, un-expected chaotic phenomena will occur in the process of 

crisis management, and in this psychological fog it is so hard to form clear and 

complete insights. Therefore, we must pursue the way of higher intellectual gifts which 

is a sense of unity and power of judgment raised to a marvelous pitch of vision. This 

was defined as ‘Coup d’oeil’ by Clausewitz.18 Often there is a gap between principles 

and actual events that cannot always be bridged by a succession of logical deductions. 

Therefore, we need to have sovereign intelligence as we say ‘inward eye’, as to observe 

the superb display of divination from the general principle; nothing short of an 

imperative principle will suffice, which is not part of the immediate thought-process, 

but dominates it. Then, general principles and attitudes that result from clear and 

deep understanding can provide a comprehensive guide to action. This capability can 

be obtained by following the principles of empirical rationalism. 

Michael Polanyi expressed his view, by stating that ‘we can know more than we can 

tell’, upon his re-consideration of man’s knowledge. Then, he stated that we may know 

a comprehensive entity by integrating our awareness of its particulars without being 

able to identify these particulars. This was defined as the outcome of an active shaping 

of experience performed in the pursuit of knowledge. 19 In such case, we apprehend the 

relation between two events, both of which we know, but only one of which we can tell. 

This capability is done through the great tacit power which is indispensable during the 

process of forming strategy. 

Henry Mintzberg stated that ‘No one has ever seen or touched a strategy. Strategies do 

not exist as tangible entities. They are abstract concepts, in the mind of people’. 20 

Following this concept, Bernard stated that ‘it is the sense of organization, the 

dramatic and aesthetic feeling that surpasses possibilities of exposition, which derives 

chiefly from the intimate habitual interested experience. 21 

The strategy of crisis management has the structure of a capability, for a capability 

combines the strategic factors of military, diplomacy, intelligence, economy, law, and 

other general administrative matters which are not identifiable, according to relations 

that we cannot define. Therefore, it can hardly be defined by words, and it is nothing 

but the result of the tacit knowing. In general, we are aware on strategic factor, from 

which we are attending to purpose of crisis management, in the appearance of 

strategic factor. In other words, we should project the strategic factors into the final 

objectives of the crisis management, and reflecting them into the image of the purpose. 

To recognize the purpose of the crisis management is nothing but to recognize the 

various strategic factors focused on the comprehensive purpose. However, the image of 



the comprehensive purpose can not be identified even if all the details of the strategic 

factors were clearly analyzed. We know the strategic factors only by relying on our 

awareness of it for attending to the mind of men which are within that strategic 

environment. During that process, we may be able to comprehend the true image of the 

purpose if you actively integrate and combine the empirical facts, in stead of just 

looking at the facts. Thus, the final objectives of the crisis management can be 

identified, even though the details of each individual strategic factor were not clearly 

identified.  

Accordingly, the strategy is dependent of the synthesis which will guide you from the 

un-explicable various phenomena to one comprehensive existence through empirical 

rationalistic tacit procedures rather than going through deductive rational analysis. 

Then, the synthesis is described as putting together elements so as to form a whole, the 

combination of separate elements of thought into a whole, as of simple into complex 

conceptions, individual propositions into system. It also establishes a meaningful 

relationship between these different items through comprehensive existence of the 

purpose of crisis management and strategic factors. Normally, a man can feel the 

strategy through the forms of the situations. The clues how to understand the invisible 

comprehensive existence of the strategy are the details of various military, diplomatic, 

intelligent, and economical procedures. However, if we were to focus our interest only 

to this detail, we can no longer recognize the comprehensive entity. Mintzberg stated 

that ‘Effective strategists are not people who abstract themselves from the daily detail 

but quite the opposite: they are the ones who immerse themselves in it, while being 

able to abstract the strategic messages from it’. 22 

The fundamental activities, which will control the comprehensive entity of crisis 

management, are conducted according to the rules of successive approximations which 

control the strategic factor. However, these rules cannot explain the higher level 

organizational principles. In other words, the rules and the principles which will 

control the comprehensive entity of crisis management, are not guided by the rules 

which will control the strategic factors, but are created by the process of emergent 

strategy. 

 

(4) Emergent Strategy 

The crisis management strategy is aimed at the higher-level political objectives as to 

solve the crisis without loosing the national interest. And, it follows the rules as the 

principle of marginal control. During this process, the comprehensive entity of 

higher-level strategic rules is produced from the so-called emergent process, which can 



not be seen in the lower- level strategic factors. 

Mintzberg has stated that ‘If the empirical research has taught us anything at all 

about strategy formation, it is that the process is a fundamentally dynamic one. It 

tends to occur irregularly and unexpectedly, upsetting stable patterns because of 

unanticipated discontinuities’.  Then, he made clear that strategy typically gets 

innovation because something fundamental has changed in the stable patterns of 

environment, on a onetime basis. And the vary fact of changing the strategy creates its 

own discontinuity in both the organization and the environment on which it is imposed. 

He has observed the ‘implementation as evolution’ between the organization and the 

environment, and discovered that there is what we call ‘management by crisis within 

the calculated chaos. In other words, the process of strategy formation can be 

over-managed and a variety of actions converge on a new strategic theme through the 

mutual adjustment of various strategic factors. These strategies become organizational 

when they become collective, that is when the patterns proliferate to pervade the 

behavior of the organization. Then, new strategies, which may be emerging 

continuously, tend to pervade the organization during periods of innovation. Therefore, 

the essence of emergent strategy is not to preconceive strategies but to recognize their 

emergence and intervene when appropriate. And during this process, characterized as 

‘calculated chaos’ and ‘controlled disorder’, emergent synthesis appears to be more 

simultaneous, holistic, and relational than linear, sequential, and orderly.     

In the field of strategic study, there are two underlying decision making concepts. One 

is the synthetic approach based on the empirical rational induction, which involves the 

tacit knowing, and the other is the analytical approach based on the deductive 

mathematical algorism. Mintzberg stated that ‘Organization has to couple analysis 

and intuition in its strategy making. We must agree wholeheartedly with Herbert 

Simon about his conclusion: The effective manager does not have the luxury of 

choosing between analytic and intuitive approaches to problems’. 23 

 

 

5. Network Centric Crisis Management System  

and Decision Making Superiority 

 

(1) Two Methodologies on Decision Making 

In the reality, there are two underlying streams in the study of decision-making. One is 

deductive rational analytical method, which is represented by statistics or the theory 

of the game based on the standard of the logics. The other one is empirical rational 



inductive method, which is represented by sociological psychologists who are trying to 

find out how a man makes up his mind, then to find out the basic theories from the 

empirical evaluation of current hypothesis. 

In the case of analytical method of Simon, we can instantaneously make decision by 

using the numerical model or advanced information technology if the mathematical 

structure of the problem is completely described even though the selection of 

alternatives and its calculations are exceedingly complicated. However, to this 

approach, the premise of how to find the optimal solution is included as we perfectly 

define the problem and evaluate the system of values. But, the decision led by this 

logical procedure is not necessary based on the empirical proof. Also, there is a 

limitation within the conceptual basis for decision itself owing to the reason that 

neither the premise nor the problems have reality.  

On the other hand, the inductive method pointed out by Mintzberg, will form the 

hypothesis through observation and experience, and verify its durability or its 

modification. If we can succeed this empirical approach, we will be able to grasp the 

tendency of the individuals, groups and organization and the influence of the society 

and corporate culture. And, we will be able to identify the bias and the cause of the 

perturbations in terms of evaluation and prediction, and correct them. 

In fact, according to Mintzberg, the manager in America are ceaselessly engaged in the 

various decision making activities in the limited times. And, the higher the decision 

maker’s positions are the higher the weight of this empirical rational decision making 

poses. He is unconsciously making the decision whose effectiveness has been approved 

in the past. 24 

Normally, when the amount of intelligence and complexity increases, man’s capability 

of recognition will become limited and the process of deductive rational 

decision-making will become difficult. In such case, a man tends to take the heuristic 

approach as the situation becomes increasingly complicated in terms of intuitive. This 

empirical approach differs from axiomatic analytical approach. However, a grave 

concern is pointed out when this empirical approach will unconsciously gather the 

information as to match with the hypothesis, and gives a serious influence to the 

afterward decision making process. Even though the individual subjectivities are 

eliminated and the responsibilities are dispersed, the social pressures will give 

intricate influence on decision-making. Also, the empirical rational approach cannot be 

guaranteed to apply their inductive principles to all the decision making. Therefore, for 

the purpose of re-adjusting pre-determination or misunderstanding, we need to 

appropriately integrate these thought styles, and to increase the synthetic power of the 



decision making.   

 

(2) Trend of New Crisis Management System 

The crisis management system of the past has been constructed within the framework 

of existing social structure, such as functional segments of Military, Police, 

Immigration Control, Medical and Health Administration. This total system has been 

characterized as hierarchical system as the command and control powers of the 

sub-systems are all concentrated in the central command. This conventional system 

was the most appropriate and effective system in the deterministic operational 

environment. However, when the changing environment was involved in the 

potentially chaotic behavior, and the modifications of the controller and the latency 

time for decision making were needed, they also increase its complexity, and time 

consuming efforts are required. In this legacy system, the weakness was pointed out in 

term of its credibility and robustness due to the fact that the malfunction of the 

sub-system could cause the damage or loss of entire function of the system even if 

others were functioning normally.  

This inflexibility of the conventional system was dependent on the special 

arrangement of the hierarchical structure as they were focusing the top-down control 

of the centralized system, and mutual dependency of the normal functioning 

sub-systems. Then, this hardness of the system itself had caused the lowing of their 

counter asymmetric threats capability, since the centralized world representation 

could not be used for concurrent task execution. In conventional system, so command 

and control take place sequentially. Control usually moves through such a system from 

the top down in the hierarchical tree structure. This up-and-down movement of 

information increases the time lag for decision-making. Furthermore, the quality of 

information can deteriorate as it is translated up and back down the hierarchy. 

Especially, the fundamental problem is that command and control takes place in 

isolation from the field execution of crisis management, it traditionally does not have 

constant dynamic feedback, and so cannot correct for changes on the field of crisis, 

while the actual crisis is subject to the various strategic factors; political, economical 

and military, which lead to emergent behavior. Then, the legacy-centralized systems 

cannot completely reflect reality, and because they are not subject to the local 

constrains that govern the real local social situations, they often yield unrealistic tasks. 

Today, we are not thinking about the dispersing of sub-systems, but establishing the 

local autonomy of sub-systems, and to construct a total system as the consolidation of 

the autonomous sub-systems. And, the experiment of emergent synthesis is underway. 



25 In contrast to the centralization, top-down control and sequential operation, 

Emergent Synthesis Architecture are distributed, autonomous and concurrent. In case 

when we face with asymmetric threat such as operations other than war. we cannot 

possibly obtain the optimal solution, modeled after the decision made by the 

hierarchical layers. Therefore, this problem suggests a different perspective, one that 

focuses on the local autonomy of subsystems, and concurrent task executions, without 

sacrificing the predictability required in a comprehensive crisis management context. 

This approach will be more robust and flexible to transform than conventional 

centralized systems, and new properties for the design of synthetic control 

architectures promise to make it manageable as well. And so, we will overcome this 

problem by constructing the consolidation of the deductive rational analytical 

decision-making process and the empirical rational decision- making process. 26 It will 

be presented as an architectural scheme for the reconstruction of the processes of 

gaining emergent synthesis. 

 

(3) Network Centric Decision Making Architecture 

In the recent research work of James Moffat, 27 he pointed out that in order to face with 

present day’s complex new risk environment, the crisis management system which is 

experimentally set up as a model structure, needs to simultaneously utilize these two 

different types of decision making procedures. The emergent decision making approach, 

can make its expert solution within extremely short length of time in highly stressful 

environment, while deliberate decision making approach uses ample time to choose the 

optimal solution. In order to combine the two different types of though style, network 

centric autonomous structure of the system was created. The emerging concepts of 

network centric control architecture exploit decision-making superiority to provide a 

competitive edge in crisis management. This system is no longer the centralized 

combined structure, but effectively link sensors, command and control, and 

autonomous sub-systems to increase the comprehend crisis management power. Each 

sub-system employs the agent-based operational synthesis architecture to decompose 

the problem space and enhance modularity so that any one algorithm can be upgraded 

without upsetting the entire system design. This experimental crisis management 

systems to which rapid decision making engines are installed, can have the shared 

awareness among each sub-systems as they can share a large amount of intelligence. 

Then, we can possibly access to the both rationally selected the deliberate strategy and 

the emergent strategy. For example, in the case of such military crisis management 

system is composed by the following three potential building blocks: (1) the sensor grid 



is composed of air-, sea-, space-, and cyberspace-based sensors, (2) the information grid 

composed of the infrastructures of network centric computing and communications, (3) 

shooter grid connected to the various individualized intelligent precision guidance 

weapon systems. 

In this case, a power-enforcement leadership is adopted for the command. The 

structure of this new system evolved from the centralized tree branch structure with 

unified wheel to the autonomous dispersed network structure with diversified wheels. 

The various agents, which are the autonomous action units, can share the information. 

In this process, information is transformed into shared awareness, which is available 

to all. As a result, they can instantaneously create a newly organized structure, which 

has not been existed before, for the purpose of achieving the overall intent. 

Furthermore, each sub-system’s common knowledge and cognition in term of tasked 

environment, can self-synchronize the characteristics, emergent functions and 

behaviors of higher level, which were not explicable in the lower level. 28 

In other words, these high-speed self-synchronized operations are not produced by the 

results of the command control system as to produce the exactly precise commands. 

But, they are the products of sub-systems which are loosely connected by the robustly 

network. Then, we can describe such a system as loosely coupled to capture the local 

freedom available to the units to prosecute their mission within an awareness of the 

overall intent and constraints imposed by high-level command. It follows, that the 

representation of the decision making process must reflect two different mechanisms. 

The first is lower-level interaction of simple rules or algorithms, which generate the 

required system variety and strategic redundancy. The second is the need to damp 

these by a top-down command and control process focused on crisis management 

objectives.  

The lower level of commands which is reflecting stimulus/response feed back, can be 

achieved by utilizing the pattern-matching approach which can access to the basic 

decision making loop; observation, orientation of the alternative courses of action, and 

their decisions and actions. 29  The higher level of command, by using this network 

centric system, can lead the operational synthesis through empirical rational 

abductive approach based on the past experience and simulations, rather than 

depending on the analytical value of a large amount of intelligence gathered at the 

higher command. From the view of operational synthesis of crisis management, the 

self-synchronization should not be executed by its own fixed idea, but should be 

executed within the interrelationship of autonomous systems. Standing on the basis of 

extended knowledge and learning, all the actions must be combined beyond the 



dividing lines between the segments of crisis management in order to fit for the 

requirements of the complex pathways of causation in social / political affairs. For this 

reason, the dividing lines between the organizations need to be flexible. Then, the 

consolidation of the systems can be achieved. Here exists a real significance of 

introducing the idea of flexible and robust network.30 

 

Conclusion 

During the times of Afghan war and Iraqi war, ‘the war without front’ and ‘invisible 

war without shape’ became the core concept of war, and the geographic boundary has 

lost its reliance. Then, the military operations have been especially expanded and 

shrunk time-wisely. The dividing lines between military and non-military, which have 

been existed, were essentially dissolved. 31 

Today, for the crisis management, which is facing the un-transparent chaotic world, as 

in the case of the vertebrate immune system, a ubiquitous detection capability and a 

sophisticated ability to discriminate friend from foe, a diverse repertoire of defensive 

response, the ability to recognize and deal with novel threats, and accumulated 

learning, are needed. Then, we must learn to secure the immunity of our society 

against the asymmetric threat, by recognizing the imminent threat anywhere in the 

social network, quarantining it, and reporting the situation to the analysis center, 

develops and deploys antibodies of threat, not just on the infected local society but 

throughout the network, within the brevity time possible. In other words, the most 

urgent problem of our day-terrorism- requires a social immune system, not a series of 

military firewall, for effective protection. Success will come when every cell of the body 

politic has the capability and the will to detect terror in the offing and ability to trigger 

a lethal immune response. The counter measures against the terrorism should be 

dependent of the sensing capability of crisis for every ‘cell’ of the nation and its 

readiness.  

For that purpose, the challenge of emergent synthetic control is integrating the 

autonomous agent into this network centric command and control structure, 

maintaining the flexibility of autonomous counter threat capability, and exploiting the 

advantages of the operational synthesis. Then, we need to build core-competence of 

crisis management system as to create synergistic collaboration within the system. 

Viewing from the network centric crisis management system, core-competence 32 is the 

intangible capability, which is firmly placed within the counter crisis function of the 

crisis management. A core competence represents the sum of learning across 

individual skill sets and individual organizational units. Core capability suggests some 



permanency in the midst of change- some deep current that flows more slowly and 

surely than the surface rapids and eddies roiling out our crisis management 

organizations.33 This breakthrough-innovation-building capability, which is the true 

strength of the organizations, will create the emergent strategy, which can be said as 

the hart of crisis management as to make astounding leaps in emergent synthesis. And, 

this will become the wellspring of decision-making superiority. Then, this 

transformation of the crisis management system will be defined as the process of 

constructing the nation’s organizational capability. As a conclusion, the crisis 

management system after successfully completing its transformation, will exploit 

nation’s advantage, by combining the new concept, the capability, the human capital, 

the organizations, led by the un-ceasing innovation of information technology. Then, 

the power of competition and cooperation in the creation of the new international 

security environment, which is enable to protect the asymmetric vulnerability of the 

nations. 34 As a result, a highly reliable security can be achieved by a more robust and 

compact military power. For the advanced nations, to construct an advanced crisis 

management system, by decreasing the level of threat, by resolving the crisis, by 

decreasing the military expenditures allocated for the use of conducting the war, and 

by increasing the gross national product, is the most rational solution, and will 

certainly increase the strategic status of the nations. These are the basic principles of 

the transformation of crisis management system, which every nations of today are 

seeking. 
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